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Meet Tanenbaum’s New Website!
New York, NY, November, 2021: After a year of hard work, Tanenbaum is ecstatic to announce the launch
of our new website!
Promising a cleaner and easier-to-navigate experience that clearly describes Tanenbaum’s work promoting
justice and building respect. Our new website highlights and presents many new programs, projects, and
resources.
Our new and revised menu allows for easier, more seamless navigation; our donation page has been
revamped, and we now accept reoccurring donations for the first time online; our News and Events section
now includes recently released resources, press released & statements from the CEO; and we’ve added
over 100 new images and banners, along with several pages to explore.
In addition to all these updates, we’ve a new podcast, updated curricula, and a Membership program!
Our brand-new Peacemakers in Action podcast has been released on all streaming platforms; the launch of
our long-awaited 2nd editions of Tanenbaum’s popular education curricula Religions in my Neighborhood
and World Olympics; Tanenbaum’s Membership Program combines our Corporate Membership and
Hospital Membership in one program; and launched our new Curricula for Nursing in partnership with
Columbia University’s School of Nursing.
This project would not have been possible without our wonderful donors who supported this project. Thank
you to Mary Jane Brock, Melinda Collins, Joyce S. Dubensky, Byron Fein, Justin Foa, Mark Fowler, Dan
Gregerson, Maya Assurance, Jennifer Opheim, ShellyRubin, Arthur Sultzberger Jr., and Kevin Taylor.
For more information contact Tanenbaum’s Communications Manager, Dasha Tanner,
at dtanner@tanenbaum.org or (323) 828 - 0386.
Tanenbaum promotes justice and builds respect for religious difference by transforming individuals and institutions to reduce
prejudice, hatred and violence. More information about Tanenbaum’s offerings can be found here: https://tanenbaum.org/
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